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Abstract— We present a new multi-rate architecture for decoding block
LDPC codes in IEEE 802.11n standard. The proposed architecture utilizes the value-reuse property of offset min-sum, block-serial scheduling of
computations and turbo decoding message passing algorithm. Techniques
of data-forwarding and out-of-order processing are used to deal with
the irregularity of the codes. The decoder has the following advantages
when compared to recent state-of-the-art architectures: 55% savings in
memory, reduction of routers by 50% and increase of throughput by 2x.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes and Turbo codes are
among the known near Shannon limit codes that can achieve very
low bit error rates for low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) applications [1].
When compared to that of Turbo codes, LDPC decoding algorithm
has more parallelization, low implementation complexity, low decoding latency, as well as no error-floors at high SNRs. LDPC codes
are considered for virtually all the next generation communication
standards.
LDPC codes can be decoded by Gallager’s iterative two phase
message passing algorithm (TPMP) which involves check-node update and variable-node update as two phase schedule. Widely used
algorithms are sum of products (SP), min-sum (MS) and Jacobian
based BCJR (named after its discoverers Bahl, Cocke, Jelinik and
Raviv). Chen et al. [2] showed that the offset min-sum (OMS)
decoding algorithm with 5-bit uniform quantization could achieve the
same bit-error rate (BER) performance as that of floating point SP and
BCJR with less than 0.1 dB SNR penalty. In addition, the authors
in [3] introduced the concept of turbo decoding message passing
(TDMP, also called as layered decoding) for their AA-LDPC codes
using BCJR, which is able to reduce the number of iterations required
by up to 50% without performance degradation when compared to
the standard message passing algorithm. TDMP is later studied and
applied for different LDPC codes using SP and its variations[4], [5].
While fully-parallel LDPC decoder designs [6] suffered from
complex interconnect issues, various semi-parallel implementations
based on structured LDPC codes [3], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] alleviate
the interconnect complexity. Block codes [13] are among the family
of structured LDPC codes, proposed for IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.16e
[12], and IEEE 802.22. As shown in Fig. 1, the entire H matrix of
block LDPC is composed of either an identity matrix with different
cyclic shifts (represented as a “1” in the figure) or null matrix
(represented as a “0”). The expansion factor, defined as size of the
identity matrix z can be 27, 54 or 81 [13]. All the base matrices have
the same number of block columns Nb = 24, and the code length N
is Nb × z. The decoder supports all the code lengths (648, 1296 and
1944) and all the code rates (1/2, 2/3, 3/4 and 5/6) as specified in
IEEE 802.11n standard [13].
The main contribution of this work is an efficient architecture
which utilizes the value-reuse property of OMS, cyclic shift property
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Fig. 1. Example of base matrix of block LDPC, rate 2/3 base matrix for
IEEE 802.11n.

of structured LDPC codes and block serial scheduling for block
LDPC codes in IEEE802.11n. With minor changes, this architecture
can be applied to codes in IEEE 802.16e and IEEE 802.22. The
resulting decoder architecture has significantly lower requirements of
logic, interconnection and memory as compared with recent state-ofthe-art implementations [3], [5], [8], [9], [11], [15]. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces min-sum decoding
algorithm and TDMP. Section III presents the value-reuse property
and new micro-architecture structure for check-node units (CNU).
The data flow graph and architecture for TDMP using OMS are
described in Section IV while Section V presents the FPGA and ASIC
implementation results and discussion. Finally, Section VI concludes
the paper.
II. LDPC DECODING
The reliability messages used in TPMP based the OMS algorithm
can be computed in two phases, viz. check-node processing and
variable-node processing. The two operations are repeated iteratively
until the stop criterion is satisfied. This is also referred to as standard
message passing or two phase message passing (TPMP). Denote
M (n) as the set of neighboring check nodes for variable node n
and N (m) as the set of neighboring variable nodes for check node
m. For the ith iteration, Qinm is the message from variable node n to
i
check node m, Rmn
is the message from check node m to variable
node n. The check-node process can be represented as in (1)-(3):
∀m ∈ M (n) and n ∈ N (m),
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where β is a positive constant and depends on the code parameter,
i
i
δmn
is the sign of Rmn
and n0 ∈ N (m)\n means all the check
nodes connected with variable node m except check node n. We
used the density evolution procedure in [2] to compute β for the

different codes supported in IEEE 802.11n standard. In variable-node
processing, for each n and m ∈ M (n), messages are defined as
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where L0n equal to the received channel value is the log-likelihood
ratio of bit n. After variable-node processing in each iteration, the P
values as computed in Eq. 5
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where subscript m represent the m block column. Variable messages are processed as ∀l = 1, 2, · · · j, ∀n = 1, 2, · · · k
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Here []S(l,n) denotes that the vector is cyclically shifted up by the
amount S(l, n). f (·) denotes the check-node processing. For the
proposed work we use OMS as defined in (1)-(3).
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(a) Micro-architecture of CNU. (b) Block diagram of CNU.
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where subscript l means lth block row, kl is check node degree of
lth block row, S(l, n) denotes the shift coefficient for the lth block
row and nth non-zero block of the matrix (note that null blocks in H
matrix need not be processed). After completion of each block row,
variable messages are immediately used to update the new check
node messages:
~ l,n = f ( Q
~ il,n0
R

Rsel
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Offset

A hard decision is taken where x̂n = 0 if Pn (xn ) ≥ 0, x̂n = 1
if Pn (xn ) < 0. If x̂H T = 0, the decoding process is finished with
x̂ as the decoder output; otherwise, go to check-node processing. If
the decoding process doesn’t end within some maximum number of
iterations itmax , stop and output an error message.
In TDMP, the block LDPC with j block rows can be viewed
as a concatenation of j layers or constituent sub-codes similar to
observations made for AA-LDPC codes in [3]. After the checknode processing is finished for one block row, the messages are
immediately used to update the variable nodes, whose results are
then provided for processing the next block row of check nodes.
This differs from TPMP where all check nodes are processed first and
then the variable node messages will be computed. Each decoding
iteration in the TDMP is composed of j number of sub-iterations. In
the beginning of the decoding process, P messages and check-node
messages are initialized to channel values and zero respectively:
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The completion of check-node processing and associated variablenode processing (7-9)of all block rows constitutes one iteration.
Convergence is achieved when x̂H T = 0 for all the sub-iterations in
an iteration and x̂ does not change throughout the iteration.
III. VALUE - REUSE P ROPERTIES OF OMS
This section presents the micro-architecture of serial CNU for
OMS, which was used in our recent work on TPMP architecture
i
[10], [14]. For each check node m, Rmn
, ∀n ∈ N (m) takes only
i
2 values. In addition, since δmn , ∀n ∈ N (m) is either +1 or −1.
Equation (1) gives rise to only 3 possible values for the whole set
i
Rmn
, ∀n ∈ N (m).
Fig. 2(a) shows micro-architecture of a serial CNU. M1 M2

finder computes the two least numbers, M 1 and M 2 respectively.
M 1, M 2 and index of M 1 are stored in partial state. The offset
module applies the offset correction, and stores the results in the
Final State module. It should be noted that the final state includes only
M 1,−M 1, ±M 2 with offset correction and index of M 1. R Selector
then selects the output R messages based on the index comparison
and sign of R as in 3. In operation, the Partial State, Final State and
R selection will operate on different check nodes simultaneously.
Normally CNU processing uses the signed magnitude arithmetic for
(1)-(2) and VNU processing (4)-(5) uses 2’s complement arithmetic.
2’s complement is converted to signed magnitude at the inputs of
CNU and converted back to 2’s complement at the output of CNU.
Fig. 2(b) shows the block diagram for the CNU, the PS storage
element is necessary when one CNU is time-division multiplexed
to operate on multiple check-nodes. The operation of the CNU is
explained in Fig. 3, where each CNU is dedicated to one check node
processing, in the first k number of clock cycles of the check-node
processing, incoming variable messages are compared with the two
up-to-date least minimum numbers(PS) to generate the new partial
state. The final state (FS) is executed after finishing all incoming
variable-node messages. Output of the R message is able to begin at
the completion of final state computation. When one CNU is used
to operate on multiple check-nodes (2, for example), the execution
is outlined in Fig. 3(b). Incoming variable-messages are interleaved,
so is operation of M1 M2 finder, with the help of storage element
for partial state. It should be noted while the partial state is always
operating in order, the R selection can be out of order for block
LDPC decoding, as explained later in Section IV.

IV. M ULTI - RATE D ECODER A RCHITECTURE
A new data flow graph, as shown in Fig. 4, is designed based
on the TDMP and on the value-reuse property of OMS described
above. By changing the parameter k supplied to the CNU and varying
the parameter j, the number of block rows to be processed, this
architecture supports all the codes in the IEEE802.11n standard.
Assuming a parallelization factor of M , the complete P vector of
size z for one block column is available in M memory banks of
z
depth s = d M
e, P buffer is initialized to be channel values in the
first sub-iteration. The shifter is constructed as M × M cyclic down
logarithmic shifter, which is is composed of log2 (M ) stages of M
multiplexors. Cyclic up shift by u can be simply achieved by doing
cyclic down shift of z − u. With one cyclic shifter, we can achieve
27×27, 54×54 or 81×81 shifting. This is illustrated by an example
in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5(a), we have 8 messages stored in the P buffer, if a
cyclic up shift of 2 is needed, we only need to correctly generate the
read addressing of P message and apply corresponding shifting on the
logarithm shifter. For the case of parallelization of M = 8, as shown
in 5(b), one layer of 2-to-1 multiplexors are needed, so that the 8
messages could be grouped into two sets and then corresponding shift
is accomplished. At the same time, this arrangement could achieve
4×4 shifting. Similarly, base matrices with different expansion factors
that are multiples of 27 can be supported using 27 × 27 shifter as
the base module.
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Fig. 5. (a) 8 × 8 shifting with 4 × 4 cyclic shifter for a parallelization
M = 4. (b) 8 × 8 shifting with two 4 × 4 cyclic shifters for a parallelization
M = 8.

from Q subtractor array. The Q memory is partitioned into four banks
dual access memory in order to avoid memory access conflict, which
~ il−1,n , reading Q
~ il−1,n−1 for
comes from the fact that the writing Q
i
~ l,n for P computation may happen
CNU processing and reading Q
for different locations in Q memory. There is no control overhead
for the partition when the lower two bits of address serve as bank
selection. For some of the base matrices, re-ordering the layers is also
~n has
done to avoid memory conflicts. The shift S(l, n) imposed on P
to be undone and a new shift S(l + 1, n) imposed. This could be
achieved by simply imposing a shift corresponding to the difference
of S(l + 1, n) and S(l, n). The CNU array then is ready to start the
partial state computation for next block row as soon as one Q message
is produced. Final state of previous block rows, in which the compact
information for R messages is stored, are needed for TDMP as shown
in (7), they are stored in the FS memory. There is M memory banks
of depth j connected with each of the M CNUs. Each of the FS
memory banks has word length of 20 bits, constituted of {M1, -M1,
+/-M2} with offset correction, and M 1 index. In addition we need
another M memory banks with depth of s to store the partial state
with a word length of 16 bits as we need to store and retrieve (M1,
M2, M1 index and cumulative sign). The sign bits of R are stored
in sign memory.
For the decoding of one layer, (7-9) are performed in sequence
and these steps are repeated for all the layers. As shown in Fig. 6,
the CNU array operates on the R messages and partial states of two
adjacent block rows (layers). While the final state has dependency on
partial states, P and Q messages are dependent on the final states.
In the decoding process, a block row of check nodes are processed
in serial fashion, the output of the CNU is also in serial form. As
i
~ l,n
corresponding to each block column
soon as the output vector R
n in H matrix for a block
row
l is available, this could be used to
h i−S(l,n)
~
produce updated sum Pn
in (9), which is then immediately
used in (7) to process the shifted vector for block row l + 1. To
accommodate the irregularity in block LDPC codes, the R selection
i−1
unit for Rold (Rl,n
in (7)) and PS processing are executed in linear
order for the current layer (i.e. first non-zero block, second non-zero
block in a layer), while order of R generation for Rnew processing
is determined by the non-zero blocks of the next layer that has to be
i
~ l,n
~ il,n in (7) has dependency on R
in (8) of the
processed because Q
previous layer. Furthermore, since check node degree of each layer
in IEEE 802.11n varies widely from 7 to 21, it is not efficient that
each layer executes for number of clock cycles equal to the maximum
check-node degree. The R select unit for Rnew may be operating on
any of the previous layers. It should be pointed out that R generation
is independent of PS or FS processing, so its out-of-order processing
will not impose any additional restriction on the architecture. Even
though it does require careful scheduling and there will be some
additional logic to account for selecting based on the M1 index.
V. I MPLEMENTATION RESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
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The CNU array is composed of M serial CNUs described in
i
section III, the R selection units for Rnew (Rl,n
in (8)) are shown
outside of the CNU units. Input vector to the CNU array can take
values from either Q memory bank or the newly updated Q message

The proposed TDMP architecture features large memory savings,
up to 2x throughput advantage, as well as 50% less interconnection
complexity. All the code lengths (648, 1296 and 1944, according
to different expansion factors z = 27, 54, and 81 respectively) and
code rates (1/2, 2/3, 3/4 and 5/6) as specified in the IEEE 802.11n
standard [13] are supported in this architecture. Table I gives the
FPGA implementation and ASIC results for M = 81 are shown
in Table II, in which VNU constitutes the P adder array and Q
subtractor array. Note that the relatively large memory area in ASIC
implementation is due to the 133 shallow memory banks required for
the total number of 55344 bits. Similar memory area overheads are

reported in [3]. Recent work on IEEE 802.11n LDPC decoder [15]
consumes 375.14K logic gates and 88452 bits of memory for 940
Mbps throughput. Here, all calculations for the decoded throughput
are based on an average of 5 decoding iteration to achieve frame error
rate of 10−4 , while itmax is set to 15. The total power dissipation
is estimated to be 238.4mW by the Synopsys design analyzer.
The memory efficiency comes from three-folded optimization.
First, the TDMP facilitates removal of memory needed to store the
channel LLR values as these values are implicitly stored in the Q
messages. The number of Q messages that need to be stored are equal
to Nb × zmax × 5, as opposed to storing Nnz × zmax × 5 messages
in TPMP architectures where Nb and Nnz are the number of block
column and total number of non-zero block columns in the H matrix,
respectively. Here Nnz ≈ 100, Nl = 12 is the maximum number of
layers or block rows by considering the base H matrix, kmax = 21
is the maximum check-node degree, Nb = 24 and, zmax = 81 for
block LDPC codes in IEEE 802.11n. The factor 5 comes from 5-bit
quantization for Q messages. Second, instead of storing all the R
messages, only the compressed information (final states in CNU) is
stored in the proposed architecture. The total savings in R memory
2 (kmax )e+1]Nl zmax
is 5kmax Nl zmax −[kmax +5×3+dlog
× 100%. The
5kmax Nl
factor 5 comes from 5-bit quantization for R messages. Furthermore,
due to the block serial scheduling in the proposed architecture, there
is only need to store P messages for two blocks. The total savings
×6−2×zmax ×6
of memory bits is Nb ×zmax
× 100%, where 6 is wordNb ×zmax ×6
width of the P messages. So the total savings in memory accounting
for R memory, Q memory, and P memory, when compared to TPMP
architectures based on SP [11] and min-sum [8], [9] is 63%. When
compared to other TDMP architectures based on BCJR [3] and SP
[5], the total memory savings is 55% since all the TDMP architectures
have the same savings in Q memory.
TABLE I
FPGA IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS FOR THE MULTI-RATE
DECODER. F ULLY C OMPLIANT TO IEEE 802.11 N (D EVICE , X ILINX
2V8000 FF 152-5, FREQUENCY 110MH Z )
M = 27

M = 54

M = 81

Available

Slices

1836

3647

5514

46592

LUT

3317

6335

9352

93184

SFF

1780

3560

5341

93184

BRAM

46

89

133

168

Memory(bits)

56640

56640

55344

Throughput(Mbps)
z = 81
z = 54
z = 27

119
119
119

238
238
119

356
178
119

TABLE II
ASIC IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS FOR THE MULTI-RATE
DECODER FOR M = 81 (0.13 µM TECHNOLOGY [16], FREQUENCY
500MH Z )
Resource

Area (mm2 )

Equivalent NAND-2 gates

CNUs

0.45

67500

VNUs

0.07

10125

Storage

1.04

N/A

Flip-flops

0.03

3375

Shifter and wiring

0.22

18900

1.85

99900

total
Throughput(Mbps)

541, 1082 and 1618 for z = 27, 54 and 81

In terms of throughput and interconnect advantage, to achieve the
same BER as that of TPMP schedule on OMS, TDMP schedule on
OMS needs half the number of iterations. This essentially doubles
the throughput. However, the choice of finite precision OMS results
in a performance degradation of less than 0.1 dB 5-bit uniform
quantization for R and Q messages and 6-bit uniform quantization
for P messages is used. The step size for quantization and offset
parameter are set based on the code parameters. Moreover, due to
the efficient data-flow graph, this architecture requires only one cyclic
shifter, while the work in [3], [5], [7], [9] used two cyclic shifters.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We present a memory efficient multi-rate decoder architecture for
turbo decoding message passing of block LDPC codes of IEEE
802.11n using the OMS algorithm for check-node update. Our work
offers several advantages when compared to the other-state-of -the-art
LDPC decoders in terms of significant reduction in logic, memory,
and interconnect. This work retains the key advantages offered by
the original TDMP work - however, our contribution is in using the
value-reuse properties of OMS algorithm and devising a new TDMP
decoder architecture to offer significant additional benefits.
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